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1. European Union and national framework
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European Union Targets

• 2020: At least one major city to be "5G-enabled" by 2020 in each Member-State

• 2025:

• All urban areas and major terrestrial transport paths to have uninterrupted 5G

coverage

• All main socio-economic drivers should have access at 1Gbps

• All European households should have access to 100 Mbps download speeds
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European Union Framework

2016 – RSPG (Radio Spectrum Policy Group)
RSPG identified the pionner bands for 5G , i.e. 700 MHz, 3.4-3.8 GHz and 26
GHz bands.

dec.2017 - European Telecom Ministers agreed on the 5G Roadmap
Regarding spetrum, the EU Minister commit that by 2020 the 700 MHz
band shall be assigned in most MS and by 2022 the band shall be available
in all MS.

dec.2018 – PE and EU Council approved the Electronic Communcations Code
“(…) By 31 December 2020, for terrestrial systems capable of providing
wireless broadband services, Member States shall, where necessary in order
to facilitate the roll-out of 5G, take all appropriate measures to:
(a) reorganise and allow the use of sufficiently large blocks of the 3,4-3,8 GHz
band;
(b) allow the use of at least 1 GHz of the 24,25-27,5 GHz band, provided that
there is clear evidence of market demand and of the absence of significant
constraints for migration of existing users or band clearance. (…)”.
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National Framework

• ANACOM defined the national roadmap for the release of the 700 MHz

• Spectrum granted by ANACOM for the use of 5G trials (temporarily)

• Crossborder Automated Corridors- EU project

(e.g. Porto-Vigo and Évora-Mérida)

• Ongoing technical trials

e.g. in Aveiro; Lisboa; 

Matosinhos; Valença
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How is this spectrum being awarded?

Auctions continues to be the preferred solution in Europe as it allows
pursuing the objectives in the EU framework. 

Current status of the “5G” bands - EU countries
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2. Spectrum awards:

Theoretical objectives and regulatory tools
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Objectives and regulatory tools

new 

players
existing 

operators

retail wholesale

1. Spectrum cap

2. Spectrum set-aside

3. Asymmetry on the lot’s size

4. Price reduction

5. Obligations

6. Reserve of spectrum

7. Single round

• Tools• Objectives

* Maintaining spectrum allocation 

efficiency

Competition

(1)/(2*) (4) (5) 

Status Quo

(7) (2*)
Financial income

(+1) (3)

Future Investments

(4) (-5)

Increase of Coverage

(4) (5) 

Promoting markets, 

e.g. “verticals” (6)
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3. Spectrum for 5G:

What is happening in Europe?
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Spectrum for 5G:

What is happening in Europe?

Are all auctions equal? 
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Germany

• In 2019, for 2 GHz and 3.4-3.7 GHz bands (in total of 420 MHz), using SMRA, 

resulted in State revenues of € 6,55 bn;

• New market entrant: Drillisch;

• About ¼ of available frequencies set-aside for “verticals”;

• Minimum speed of 100 Mbps for at least 98% households;

• Coverage of all federal highways and main railways 

and roads.

Criticism:

• Ineffizient (Financial Times);

• Bitter taste (DT) and national disaster (Vodafone) -

Little room for future network investments;

• Coverage obligations appear to disregard the laws of physics when it comes to 

the propagation characteristics of this mid-band spectrum (GSA).
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Italy

• In 2018, for 700 MHz, 3.6-3.8 GHz and 26 GHz bands (in total 1 275 MHz), using  

SMRA, generated revenues of € 6,55 bn;

• Spectrum Caps; 

• In the 700 MHz band, there are obligations to:

 Offer national roaming to new entrants under certain conditions;

 Cover 80% of the population, incl. communes > 30 000 inhabitants

and the main city of each province,

• In the 3.4-3.8 GHz (80 MHz block) - within 6 years, 10% of the communes < 5 000 

inhabitants and not covered by ultra-broadband.

Criticism:

• Size of bids raised concerns about balance sheet pressure on networks already 

engaged in price war (Financial Times).

• “Auctions should be designed to balance fiscal requirements with the need for 

investment to enable economic development” (Vodafone).
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Ireland

• In 2017, the 3.4- 3.8 GHz (TDD mode), using  Combinatorial 

Clock Auction resulted in State revenues  of € 78.2 million;

• Nine Regional licenses: 4 rural + 5 urban (150 MHz per region); 

• Coverage obligations related to a minimum number of base

stations;

• New entrant: Airspan Spectrum Holdings (rural and urban

regions).

Criticism:

• ComReg confirmed in April 2019 it is paying rebates to mobile

operators who successfully bid as they cannot fully access

spectrum to roll out new services.
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Thank you for the attention!


